A Declaration of DEpendence
Lent is a time for us to declare our independence
from sins that have been impinging on our
freedom and to declare our DEpendence on
God! Prepare your own “parchment” to use as a
Declaration of DEpendence. Here is a picture of
one I prepared next to a replica of the real thing.
• A
 ny sheet of white newsprint will do. The thinner
the paper, the better. I like to use a sheet from an
easel pad (27 x 34)…nice and thin.
• R
 oll up the paper and then slightly burn the edges
(or if you don’t want to use a flame, just tear the edges). When you unroll it, you’ll
have these wonderful jagged edges.
• N
 ext, crumple the paper up very tightly into a ball and then flatten it out. Lots of nice
wrinkles!
• T
 o create the “aged” look (yellowish/brownish), pour coffee or tea over it (of course,
place the paper in a large pan to collect the run-off).
• W
 hile the paper is wet, take some instant coffee and sprinkle it lightly around the
document. Let it sit for a while (so it begins to dissolve) and then take a sponge or a
cloth and wipe/spread it around.
• I f you’re in a hurry, you can blow-dry the document. Otherwise, just hang it from a
clothes line (be gentle…it can easily rip when wet).
• Once it is dry, you can add your lettering.
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A Declaration of DEpendence
• I f you or someone you know can do calligraphy, all the better. Otherwise, just use
some fancy handwriting to state something similar to the following: “We, the (e.g.
6th graders) of __________________________ Parish, city, state, in order to practice a
more perfect Lent, do hereby declare our independence from the power of sin and
our complete DEpendence on the grace of our Lord, Jesus Christ, who lives and reigns
with our heavenly Father and the Holy Spirit, one God, forever and ever. Amen!”
• I nvite participants to come forward prayerfully and to sign their names as you play a
recording of a song about forgiveness in the background.
• T
 his action can be a part of a Lenten Penance and Reconciliation communal prayer
service.
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